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Abstract
The dose due to photoneutron contamination outside the field of irradiation can be significant when using high-energy linear
accelerators. The eye is a radiation-sensitive organ, and this risk increases when high linear energy transfer neutron radiation is
involved. This study aimed to provide a fast method to estimate photoneutron dose to the eye during radiotherapy. A typical
high-energy linear accelerator operating at 18 MV was simulated using the Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code System
extended version (MCNPX 2.5.0). The latest International Atomic Energy Agency photonuclear data library release was
integrated into the code, accounting for the most known elements and isotopes used in typical linear accelerator construction.
The photoneutron flux from a 5 × 5 cm2

field size was scored at the treatment table plane and used as a new source for
estimating the absorbed dose in a high-resolution eye voxel anthropomorphic phantom. In addition, common shielding media
were tested to reduce the photoneutron dose to the eye using common shielding materials. Introducing a 2 cm thickness of
common neutron shielding medium reduced the total dose received in the eye voxel anthropomorphic phantom by 54%. In
conclusion, individualized treatment based on photoneutron dose assessment is essential to better estimate the secondary dose
inside or outside the field of irradiation.
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Introduction

The use of high-energy photon beams for deep-seated tumors
has several advantages. However, assessment of associated
secondary photoneutron contamination is also essential for
complete patient dose profiling. The neutron fluence behavior
and energy spectra are difficult to measure directly. Therefore,
recommendations1–3 covering photonuclear cross-section data
and the best methods for neutron measurements in a high-
energy radiotherapy suite have been issued. Several important
parameters must be considered for photoneutron dose in-
vestigation during radiotherapy, including complete specifi-
cations for the linear accelerator and full knowledge of the
elemental compositions of all materials inside a typical ra-
diotherapy treatment room.2,3 However, there are few studies
on short-lived4 or long-lived isotopes produced by photo-
nuclear or photoneutron products.5 The Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation is one of the most effective tools for assessing

photoneutron doses. A total of 71% of relevant studies have
utilized MC methods, and all experimental works are ac-
companied by analytical or MC calculations. In addition, MC
is the preferred choice for improving the calculation time
(owing to increased computational capacity) and the avail-
ability of photonuclear cross-section data.6

The majority of photoneutrons are produced by heavy
elements (tungsten (W), lead (Pb), copper (Cu), and iron (Fe))
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in the target and gantry, including beam conforming and
shielding compartments.7 Multiple bremsstrahlung photons
are typically produced by incident electrons. At this stage,
there is a negligible probability that neutrons will be produced
owing to electron interaction. However, emissions of multiple
photoneutrons are possible, depending on the incident photon
energy. Different (γ, xn) interactions have different thresholds.
In this study, only the (γ, n) interactions are relevant. In most
cases, short-lived proton-rich isotopes are produced, partic-
ularly from organic elements such as carbon (C), oxygen (O),
and nitrogen (N). These isotopes then decay via positron
emissions and subsequent gamma emissions. Meanwhile,
neutron production involves a typical neutron fission spectrum
with an asymmetrical gaseous distribution. Some neutrons are
attenuated in the shielding compartments, while some travel
isotropically around the treatment room and are scattered,
thermalized, and finally absorbed. Various short- and long-
lived isotopes can be produced, depending on the absorbing
material and neutron energy.8

The eye is a high-risk organ during radiation exposure,9 and
this risk increases when high LET neutron radiation is involved.
A previous study investigated the correlation between eye
complications and a dose received by head and neck radio-
therapy in cases where the eye was on the beam entrance or exit
and not the main target for radiotherapy treatment.10 The
photoneutron dose to the eyes outside the irradiation field during
radiotherapy treatment was also estimated for a mathematical
medical internal radiation dosimetry (MIRD) anthropomorphic
phantom11 and for a voxel anthropomorphic phantom.12 Kim
and Lee reported variations in photoneutron production per
irradiation field size, indicating that a 20 × 20 cm2 irradiation
field contributed to a higher photoneutron dose than did other
field sizes.13 Meanwhile, Dowlatabadi et al. reported a lower
photoneutron dose for 20 × 20 cm2 and 5 × 5 cm2 than for 10 ×
10 cm2 irradiation field sizes.14 Taylor and Kron reported
fluctuating uncertainties associated with secondary photo-
neutron dose assessment for photon energies as low as 6 MV,
with a comparable risk of secondary cancer when using
intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) at 18 MV photon
energy.6 Therefore, radiation-sensitive organs outside thefield of
irradiation can be exposed to additional photoneutron doses.15

This study aimed to provide a fast method to estimate
photoneutron dose to the eye outside the field of irradiation
during radiotherapy treatment. Toward this goal, a simulation
of an 18 MV high-energy linear accelerator and a high-
resolution eye voxel anthropomorphic phantom was carried
out using MCNPX 2.5.016 to estimate the photoneutron dose
to the eye at a peripheral position (X = 0, Y = 20 and
Z = �100 cm) from a 5 × 5 cm2 irritation isocenter field size.

Materials and Methods

The simulation scenario accounted for most of the major
structures found in a typical medical linear accelerator op-
erating at 18 MVenergy with a 5 × 5 cm2 irradiation isocenter

field size. The dimensions of the linear accelerator were de-
termined as previously described.17 In addition, primary
shielding, and iron shielding of the multileaf collimator
(MLC) were included. The simulation consisted of 2 stages.
First, photoneutrons were tracked from their origin in the
target, flattening filter, collimation structures, and MLC to a
thin disc (r = 2.5 cm) located on the treatment table plane. The
disc was located in air at an approximate position from the
irradiation field of the beam (X = 0, Y = 20, and Z = �100).
This closely resembled a normal position where the patient
was lying supine, and the disc was positioned on top of the
open-eye voxel anthropomorphic phantom. The F4 tally was a
volume-based tally that used the entire disc, and the upper and
lower surfaces of the disc were used with the F1 surface tally
to compare and crosscheck the photoneutron-scored spectra.
The tallied flux energy bins were used to describe a disc of the
same size as the new photoneutron source. The tallied pho-
toneutron spectra across the disk were used as the photo-
neutron source in the second stage of the simulation. The new
source was positioned in an eye anthropomorphic voxel
phantom to simulate photoneutron dose deposition. In addi-
tion, the photoneutron flux was tallied independently across
the table plane (�100 to 100 cm) using the F5 detector tally.

Most eye dosimetry models were employed for radiation
treatment planning and dose conversion factor calculation.15,18

The voxel eye anthropomorphic phantom19 employed in this
study was based on 81 slices obtained from the female data of the
Visible Human project. Semi-auto segmentation was carried out
by color labeling each pixel. Consequently, 15 identified struc-
tures were assigned 15 identification (ID) numbers, and the entire
phantom was adapted into MCNPX using a lattice card.18 The
data were presented as a 256 × 256 × 81 with a voxel size of
.33mm3. Each slicewas segmentedwith different color intensities
to contrast various organs/tissues in the original images. Figure 1
shows part of the geometry of the simulated linear accelerator
treatment head specifying a 5 × 5 cm2 irradiation filed size and the
geometry section of the open-eye voxel anthropomorphic
phantom using MCNPX plotting, featuring color intensities for
various tissue volumes identified in the phantom. The shielding
thickness suggested for the photoneutron is shown at the top of the
phantom and explained further in the Results section.

The latest photonuclear data libraries were downloaded from
the IAEA portal.1 The data included details of cross-sections
and the accompanying emission spectra for 209 isotopes in the
evaluated nuclear data file format suitable for MCNPX pro-
cessing. The integration was completed by inserting all element
array file headings into an MCNPX cross-section directory
(xdir) array list and the full library into an MCNPX library
directory. Thus, defining the photonuclear library with an ex-
tension photonuclear designation (0000.12u) following each
element isotope for the material card in the MCNPX input file.

To increase the precision of the MC calculations, a group of
techniques referred to as variance reductionmethodswere adopted
to improve the efficiency of the simulation. Amesh-superimposed
importance weight-window generator was used for variance
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reduction in the simulation. A rectangularmeshwas tested, and the
best combination for setting the window boundaries along the Z-
plane of the beamwith 2 large bins (X- and Y-planes) covering the
entire geometry was determined. The window boundaries along
the Z-direction were varied and increased in the region of scoring
interest parallel to the assumed plane of the treatment table, where
the F5 detector tally and F4 flux tally were located.

The total energy deposition tally (+F6) was used to score
the dose in each tissue identified in the eye voxel anthropo-
morphic phantom. Additional mesh tallies were set inde-
pendently from the previous mesh to investigate the efficiency
problems of the source, photoneutron flux, and photoneutron
flux across the geometry. Several cards necessary for the run
were activated in the MCNPX file. The bremsstrahlung basing
card was used to improve bremsstrahlung production. Physics
cards for electrons, photons, and neutrons were used to control
the upper- and lower-energy limits. A photonuclear material
card and force collision cards for photons and neutrons were
used to define materials for photonuclear table interaction and
forcing of neutron or photon collisions in each cell.

The compartment structures and elemental compositions
employed in the simulations of the gantry head of the linear

accelerator are listed in Table 1. The amount of each isotope
was included as the abundance fraction of natural elements
when available in the new photonuclear library. A voxel eye
anthropomorphic phantom was used to identify the tissues,
and elemental compositions were adopted.19 The computer
used for the simulation was a Hewlett-Packard Pavilion
Laptop AMD Ryzen 7, with a frequency of 1801 Mhz.

Results

The weight-window boundaries were fitted to avoid over-
lapping cell boundary planes. Figure 2 illustrates the tracked
photoneutrons across the problem geometry in a thin slice of
fine mesh of 1 × 1000 × 1000 bins along the x-, y-, and
z-planes. The image illustrates the effect of using a mesh-
based weight-window generator. The number of generated
neutrons were checked in the MCNPX print table for neutron
particle creation against the lost neutron particles for boundary
optimization. The number of neutrons and the efficiency
(number of particles/computer time) of the source were 10×
higher with the weight-window methods than that with the no
variance reduction method. The design of the mesh was

Table 1. Linear Accelerator Main Structures and Elemental Compositions Included in the Simulation.

Linear Accelerator Compartment
Elemental

Composition Isotopes
Density (g/

cm3)

Target, primary collimator, secondary collimator, upper and lower
jaws, and MLC

W W180, W182, W183, W184,
W186

18

Gantry shielding Pb Pb206, Pb207, Pb208 11.4
MLC shielding Fe Fe54, Fe56, Fe57, Fe58 7.87
Target filter, flattening filter, and ionization chamber casing Cu Cu63, Cu65 8.93
Air C, O, N C12, C13, O16, O17, N14,

N15
1.23 × 10�3

Figure 1. (A) ZX plane cross-section of the linear accelerator treatment head showing the main simulated structures. (B) ZY plane cross-
section of the eye anthropomorphic phantom showing the identified tissues and organs. The shielding thickness suggested for the
photoneutron is shown on the top of the phantom. Note that the dimension is not to scale.
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orientated to the scoring position, resulting in more particles
being generated toward the region and the tally of interest.
Detailed discussions of weight-window settings include
several options.20,21 The simulation files were run, on average,
a 3 × 108 particle history until satisfactory statistical and
MCNPX code limits checks were achieved, with a maximum
reported relative error of less than 1%. The computer time

varied with the tally type, with a maximum time of (260 min)
to score the average photoneutron spectrum using the F4 tally.

The F5 detector diagnostic tally was designed as a selected
sized detector sphere (r = 5 cm in this study) with defined
coordinates along the plane of the table (from the
isocenter �100 cm to the 100 cm Y-plane (Figure 3)). As the
name implied, F5 provided diagnostic information regarding
the contribution of photoneutrons from different parts of the
geometry. This information was printed as a table, along with
the results of the tally. It showed the photoneutron generation
in each cell defined in the geometry and contributed to F5 tally
detection spheres. The analysis of these results indicated that
the contribution of the major structures varied with the lo-
cation of the detection sphere. In general, the main contri-
butions were from the primary collimator, flattening filter,
target, secondary collimator, upper and lower jaws, and MLC.
The photoneutron flux inside the beam was slightly less than
20 cm outside the field of irradiation and then dropped
gradually with increasing distance from the isocenter.

The F4 tally of the photoneutron flux from the irradiation
field is shown in Figure 4. Ideally, a source surface file could
be created; however, the distal position of the tallied surface
and accumulation of sufficient particles to create a source file
could exceed the capacity of the computer used in this study.
Thus, a simpler source was assumed by obtaining as much
information as possible (i.e., energy and spectral direction).
The energy and direction of the new source were defined using
an SDEF source card. The new source direction assumed equal
emission probability and was perpendicular to the open-eye
voxel anthropomorphic phantom, with energy bin intensities
provided by F4 tally.

The results of the dose calculations in major tissues and
organs identified in the eye voxel anthropomorphic
phantom are listed in Table 2. The results from the F6 tally
were obtained in MeV/Gram and then converted to ab-
sorbed dose using a tally multiplier with an appropriate
unit conversion factor (C = 2.6 × 10�8) to Rad/Gram. The
total dose to the eye was reported in SV/hr/source particles

Figure 2. Tracked photoneutrons/source particles across z and y,
superimposed over the linear accelerator geometry. The lines of
the mesh-based weight-window generator align and vary toward the
region of interest at the table plane. The disc place shown
schematically out of the scale to the corner of the figure.

Figure 3. Photoneutron flux scored across the table plane using the F5 diagnostic detector tally.
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using a built-in dose function in conjunction with a + F6
tally.16

Discussion

Radiation-sensitive organs outside the field of irradiation, such
as the eyes, can be exposed to additional photoneutron doses.
In this study, the total absorbed dose for all the tissues and
organs identified in the eye anthropomorphic voxel phantom
was 0.00473 μGy/source particle/MU, and the total equivalent
dose was 4.443 × 10�9 SV/hr/source particle. Studies such as
Martinez-Ovalle et al. and Chegeni et al.11,12 on the photo-
neutron dose to the eye outside the field of irradiation for a
typical 18-MeV photon beam radiotherapy treatment reported
larger doses. In a voxel anthropomorphic model for adult
patients, the total absorbed dose was 1.9 μGy in the eye lens,
eye gel, and optic nerve from anterior-posterior pelvic

treatment of 24.6 × 17.7 cm2 irradiation field. The eye lens in a
voxel anthropomorphic model for an adult patient recorded an
absorbed dose of 1.05 μGy, higher than that in other eye
tissues. In the study Martinez-Ovalle et al.,11 the status of the
segmented eyelid was unclear for the voxel anthropomorphic
phantom version (ie, how much of the lid covered the eye).
This may suggest that photoneutrons were absorbed on the
eyelid and explain the lower dose to the eye gel, where most of
the photoneutron dose is expected. A mathematical MIRD
anthropomorphic phantom12 reported the highest total ab-
sorbed dose of .0531 mGy and equivalent dose of .983 mSV,
estimated from a 10 × 10 cm2 irradiation field for the anterior-
posterior beam in the abdominal region. The dose reported to
the eyes in these studies referred to both eyes. Meanwhile, in
the study Chegeni et al.,12 the eyelid was not included in the
MIRD anthropomorphic phantom study and was segmented
out for the open-eye model in the current study. The

Figure 4. Average flux tallied using the F4 tally at a disc cell located x = 0, y = 20 and z = �100 cm from the isocenter.

Table 2. Dose (μGy/Number Particle History/MU) Scores in Major Tissues and Organs Identified in the Eye Voxel Anthropomorphic
Phantom and the Effect of Introducing 2 cm Shielding Thickness of Polycarbonate and Water.

Tissue/Organ No Shielding μGy Polycarbonate μGy % Water μGy %

Bone 2.57 × 10�5 1.18 × 10�5 �54 1.47 × 10�5 �42.7
Brain 4.41 × 10�5 1.90 × 10�5 �57 2.42 × 10�5 �45
Fat 6.46 × 10�5 2.78 × 10�5 �56.9 3.51 × 10�5 �45.7
Muscle 3.45 × 10�5 1.47 × 10�5 �57.5 1.86 × 10�5 �46
Ligament 4.90 × 10�7 2.36 × 10�7 �51.8 2.92 × 10�7 �40
Cornea 6.37 × 10�4 3.37 × 10�4 �47 4.08 × 10�4 �36
Eye gel 5.78 × 10�3 2.45 × 10�3 �57 3.11 × 10�3 �46
Lens 4.90 × 10�6 2.55 × 10�6 �48 3.09 × 10�6 �37
Optic nerve 7.28 × 10�5 2.96 × 10�5 �59 3.80 × 10�5 �47
Sclera 1.97 × 10�4 7.99 × 10�5 �59 1.03 × 10�4 �48
Epidermis 8.67 × 10�5 3.91 × 10�5 �55 4.86 × 10�5 �44
Lacrimal gland 1.83 × 10�5 9.68 × 10�6 �47 1.16 × 10�5 �36
Soft tissues 5.01 × 10�4 3.70 × 10�4 �26 4.30 × 10�4 �14
Total 7.47 × 10�3 3.39 × 10�3 �54.6 4.25 × 10�3 �43.1
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discrepancies between the results can be attributed to the
differences in eye models, field sizes, scoring positions, and
linear accelerator specifications. Despite these differences, the
overall results indicate the significance of the secondary
photoneutron dose on peripheral sensitive organs, such as the
eye, regardless of the field size.

Dose deposition is more common in the eye gel because it
constitutes the largest tissue in the eye and provides a perfect
watery medium for scattering and absorbing photoneutrons.
Table 2 provides a comparison of the dose calculated in major
tissues along with the effect of introducing a 2 cm thickness
neutron shielding media (polycarbonate22 and water). Intro-
ducing a material with a higher concentration of hydrogen (H)
attenuates a large portion of the photoneutron fission spec-
trum. Water also reduces the total dose received by the sen-
sitive eye tissues by 43%, while polycarbonate reduces the
dose by an average of 50%. This ratio can be increased by
properly refining the protective thickness. New materials with
suitable shielding properties for both fast and thermal neutrons
are under investigation,23,24 with initial reports indicating
more than 70% efficiency. Applying the necessary protection
when the oncology team decides on the course of treatment is a
routine practice in radiation therapy. However, few innovative
practices have been suggested25,26 for cases in which pho-
toneutron dose assessment is fully conducted.

Many studies have discussed inherent limitations in photo-
neutron dose estimation,27–30 including the underestimation of
MC simulations for photoneutron spectra under 1MeVand other
factors affecting analytical calculations, MC calculations, and
experimental measurements of optimal conditions for photo-
neutron dose assessment. The simplified photoneutron source
used in this study may lead to underestimation of the photo-
neutron dose. Photoneutron components, which originate from
within the patient or from other materials not included in the
simulation, affect the amount and position of photoneutron
production and, eventually, the expected photoneutron dose. A
total of 14 major structures were simulated in this study, which
covers the major structures from the point where the electron
beam interacts with the target onward to the isocenter. Other
structures require detailed manufacturer specifications, which
normally include the geometrical layout and, importantly, the
elemental composition of each material. Photoneutron produc-
tion depends on the energy and elemental photonuclear cross-
section; therefore, full knowledge of these details is required for
better estimation of the photoneutron dose.

Conclusion

The eye voxel anthropomorphic phantom provides a fast
method for photoneutron dose assessment in specific cases.
The general principle of radiation protection requires that
unwanted radiation should be diminished and that patients
should receive minimal unnecessary extra doses. Therefore,
individual photoneutron dose assessment is essential to better
approximate the secondary dose for complete patient dose

profiling. A small eyelid thickness may contribute signifi-
cantly to the dose received in the eye gel. Suitable shielding
with moderate protection reduces the received dose to the
peripheral radiation-sensitive organs.
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